G4S COVID-19 CHAMPIONS
HELPING YOU DELIVER A SAFE AND
SUSTAINABLE RETURN TO WORK
WE WANT TO HELP AND
WE’RE HERE TO HELP

Planning a Safe and Sustainable Return
As many organisations’ thoughts turn towards a return to work at a physical location, it will be critical
to have clear and visible measures in place to enforce the recommended Government guidelines, meet
the employer duty of care and make staff, visitors and contractors feel comfortable in the workplace.
Priorities will include:-

SOCIAL
DISTANCING
ENFORCEMENT

PPE POLICY
COMPLIANCE

PERSONNEL
TRAFFIC FLOW

PROCEDURAL
DESIGN FOR
NON COMPLIANCE

ACCESS
AND EGRESS
MANAGEMENT

“Staff have had extended periods away from site. On their return everything had changed, where they
worked, who they worked with, how they moved around the workplace, where they could and couldn’t
go. Some felt disorientated by it, others frankly preferred the previous arrangements.”
Al Mcbride, G4S Account Director, Europe’s largest construction project
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Introducing G4S’ COVID-19 Champion Programme
Our COVID-19 Champion Programme has been built
on our years of experience in providing customer facing
services to major sporting and music events. We have built
a clear understanding of how to prioritise the best possible
customer experience with security at the core.
The service, which is available on a temporary, shortterm or more permanent basis, provides a visible means
of activity. Our “COVID-19 Champion” staff are easily
identifiable and are empowered and carry dedicated
responsibilities. The team is fully familiar with the
procedures to follow to act on any protocol breach.
How it works
Our COVID-19 Champion Programme is based on four
pillars.

ENGAGE

EXPLAIN

ENCOURAGE

ENFORCE

A Dedicated Skillset
The COVID-19 Champion Programme was born from a
formal training programme , involving input from G4S as
security professionals and our leading clients’ Health and
Safety Team.
The aims of the course were to:• Understand the role of a COVID-19 Champion
•

Understand their site intent

•

Understand Government and client
COVID-19 policies

•

Understand and demonstrate the importance of
conducting the COVID-19 Champion role safely

•

Demonstrate the ability to interact and educate
staff, using the Engage, Explain, Encourage, Enforce
principles

•

Equip staff with the right skills to handle breaches
confidently and with humility,avoiding confrontation

We also have the ability to look carefully at sites with high
volumes of ingress and egress traffic and use a DIM - ICE
model to take the design, information and management
available to manage ingress, circulation and egress to
prevent (potentially unsafe) congestion forming in locations
such as corporate reception areas.

The offering is based on helping people understand how
to work and behave within the context of the existing
guidelines.
•
ENGAGE- our staff will provide front line assistance
to your staff, visitors and contractors in a professional
and courteous manner.
•

EXPLAIN - they will proactively explain the

Government guidelines and your organisations’ policies
to ensure maximum awareness
•

ENCOURAGE - staff will politely encourage staff to

comply
•

ENFORCE - where necessary, staff will take action to

enforce compliance or escalate to senior security staff

“We needed to humanise the COVID-19 mitigations.We found that people were finding it difficult
returning to the workplace and complying with the measures.”
Al Mcbride, G4S Account Director, Europe’s largest construction project
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How could you use COVID-19 Champions?
COVID-19 Champions can be used to provide a proactive
service including:• Flow and queue management for temperature
checking or testing
•

Providing safe passage through corporate receptions
or lobbies

•

Acting as a visible presence for staff or visitor
concerns and queries

•

Ensuring a “Frictionless” passage through buildings

Examples of our COVID-19 Champion
Programme in Operation

The teams can also react to incidents by:• Breaking up small groups or social distancing breaches
•

Enforcing the wearing of PPE

•

Locking down specific departments or buildings when
needed

•

Providing PA announcements

TESTING CENTRES

VACCINATION
HUBS

TRIAL EVENTS

CONSTRUCTION

Based on security delivery to a number of critical
national infrastructure sites, which have continued to
operate through the pandemic, we have built considerable
“COVID-19 Champion” experience that you can rely on.
Our service offering includes:•
TESTING CENTRES - we provide security officers to
assist with a safe passage through a number of UK
wide mobile testing centres.
•

VACCINATION HUBS - our staff have overseen and

secured the safe passage of 5,000 members of the
public through Scotland’s largest vaccination hub.
•

TRIAL EVENTS - our staff have overseen a number of

trial sporting events following the original lockdown
period, providing traffic flow and public services.
•

EUROPE’S LARGEST CONSTRUCTION PROJECT-

G4S have provided a dedicated COVID-19 Champion’
workforce to ensure the safety of up to 3,000
construction workers on a daily basis.
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CONTACT US
UK: 08459 000 447
enquiries@uk.g4s.com
2nd Floor, Chancery House,
St. Nicholas Way,
Sutton,
Surrey,
England, SM1 1JB

Ireland: 1890 447 447
g4ssales@ie.g4s.com
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